Student Council Votes for Recall Election
Pres. Hendricks Can Veto
DA I LY Council’s 10-3-3 Directive
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Supreme Court Justice

William O. Douglas
To Arrive Tuesday
By DICK DANIELS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’The U.S. Supreme Court’s longtime champion of judicial liberalism, Associate Justice William O.
Douglas, arrives on campus Tuesday to begin a busy, two-day stay
as this year’s SJS Visiting Scholar.
The 67-year-old Supreme Court
justice and author of 19 books
will participate in 12 on-campus

Peace Corps
Applications
Due Today
’ro insure being notified within
15 days as to whether or not they
qualify, students should turn in
their applications for Peace Corps
service at the Seventh Street booth
by 4::30 p.m. today. Judy Gordon,
recruiter who has served in Turkey, announced yesterday.
Today is the second and final
day of recruitment of volunteers
for service in Micronesia, U.S.administered United Nations Trust
Territory in the Western Pacific,
by use of a simplified application
procedure.
30 APPLICATIONS
By 2 p.m. yesterday, Miss Gordon; Miss Edie Fraser, Public Affairs Office representative from
Washington, D.C.; and Tim Kraft,
recruiter who has served in Guatemala, had handed out 30 applications.
Shortened procedure includes
suspension of the usual placement
test and provides for checking of
an applicant’s references by. phone
and for notification of an applicant
by mail within 15 days.
As stated in the form, "This
application when completed and
submitted does not obligate you
in any way to serve in the Peace
Corps."

activities during his two days here.
Justice Douglas arrives at San
Francisco International Airport
Monday night and will stay at San
Jose’s Hyatt House during his visit
here.
SPEAKS TUESDAY
Highlight of Douglas’ appearances on campus will be as guest
speaker Tuesday night at the 8
p.m. Deadline Dinner, sponsored
by Sigma Delta Chi, professional
journalistic society and Theta Sigma Chi, women’s journalism fraternity. The dinner is open to the
public, $5 per person, and will
be held in the Spartan Cafeteria,
according to Cary Koegle, SDX
president.
Justice Douglas will also attend
a reception given by Pres. Robert
D. Clark Tuesday morning at 10.
Following the reception he will
conduct a press conference, attend
a faculty luncheon, visit SJS classrooms and will be the guest of the
Santa Clara County Bar Association at an early-evening reception
before attending the Deadline
Dirmer.
CLASSROOM VISITS
Wednesday’s Visiting Scholar
activities will include several classroom visits, a Student Council
luncheon, an informal discussion
period, a Visiting Scholar Dinner
and an 8:15 p.m. lecture on "Supreme Court in American History"
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Douglas leaves Thursday morning from San Francisco International Airport for Washington.
Justice Douglas’ acceptance a,
this year’s SJS Visiting Scholar
came in March and the Visiting
Scholar Corrunittee began immediately in planing the Supreme
Court justice’s San Jose itinerary.
Born in Maine, Minn.. Oct. 16,
(Continued on Page 3)

2 -YEAR DEFERMENT
It. also says, "service does not
exempt you from your military
obligation; however, you will be
deferred during your two years as
a volunteer."
To apply one must be a U.S.
citizen; 18 years of age or over;
single or married provided there
are no dependents unde.r 18 and
provided both husband and wife
submit. applications.
Neither knowledge of a foreign
language nor an education certification is needed.

*

be necessary to override his veto
and.hold the recall election.
The council acted upon a petition
bearing 2,242 signatures (over 10
per cent of the student body) requesting the election within five
days.

CROWDED CHAMBERS
About 75 students jammed the
cramped council chambers and
stood or sat through nearly two
hours of deliberations on the recall election. When the motion
passed, they soon heard council
give Hendricks an 11-1-3 "vote of
confidence."
The council resolution declared:

*

*

SJS Students Blast
’Police Picture-Taking’
RN

VICTORY AGAIN?Alpha Phi sorority, which is pictured here
winning the 1964 Pushcart Relays, in the Powder Puff division,
will seek a repeat performance at San Jose High, Saturday.
Alpha Phi is also entered in the sweepstakes competition and
is hoping for a double victory. In 1964 the sweepstakes champion was Delta Gamma sorority. Twelve other organizations will
be attempting to knock these two groups off their coveted
thrones.

14 Groups To Seek
Relay Title Saturday
Although 14 campus organizations will compete for the championship of Lambda Chi Alpha’s
17th annual Pushcart Relays Saturday at 1 p.m. at San Jose High
School, the big winner will be
Deadline for reserving a ticket
at 63.50 for tomorrow’s 6:80 p.m.
Phebur Literary Asvards Banquet
in Cafeteria A-B is today hr
the English Department Office,
F0102, according to Dr. Jeanne
Lawson, atetoeiate professor of
English.

Servicemen Sing
Tomorrow Night

Soldiers from throughout the
United States will harmonize their
voices in Russian hymns and folk
songs tomormw night, at 8 in
Concert Hall. Admission to the
JUSTICE WILLIAM DOUGLAS performance, jointly sponsored by
, , visits SJS the SJS Russian Club and Associated Students Spartan Programs
Committee, is free.
The servicemen who form the
Defense Language Institute West
C.oast Russian Student Choir are
enrolled in the intensive Russian
course at the Defense Language
Institute, formerly the Army Language School, in Monterey.
Director Nicholas Vorobiov
All men’s physical education majors must sign up with advisers teaches the men lyrics and part
before Monday. May 16 go they can be advised from May 16-19.
harmony a line at a time without
Advisers will not be available after May 19 until registration next benefit of notes on paper. Before
fall. Signor, sheets are on this advisers’ doors.
their assignment to the institute,
t.he soldiers had nn contact witts
th,
Two plays and initiation of new members are on tap at the
Iota Delta Phi, French honorary society, meeting tonight, 7:30, Newman Hall.
The actives will present Tristan Bernard’s "Antionette" following
Nlagazine, SJS’ only itii
a play presented by the pledges.
’student literary publieation will
go on sale 81ondas. Joe Devlin,
Reed publicity manager, said tho
Bob Hope’s films of Viet Nam will be shown for the last time magazine did not go on SHIP
yertertla a% planned hevaiika
today at Morris Dailey Auditorium at 6:10 p.m. end 14:13
A 50 cent donation is being accepted with proceeds going to the unespeeted difficulties at the
I1SO. ’The films are heing sponsnred by the Arnold Air Society, a print shop.
national AlitOTC fraternity.

?tete-6 giwieieo
P.E. Signups

Iota Delta Phi Meeting

’Reed’ on Monday

Bob Hope Films

By DON SEVRENS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student council yesterday voted
10-3-3 to direct the election board
to hold an election Thursday,
May 19 and Friday, May 20 to
No. lt9 determine whether ASB Pres. John
Hendricks should be recalled.
However, under the ASB Constitution as Junior Rep. John
Bruckman pointed out, Pres. Hendricks has one week to decide
whether he will prevent his own
recall election by vetoing the council’s directive.
If Hendricks vetoes the cotmcil
directive, a two-thirds majority
vote of the Student Council would

Funds for Excellence in Education (FEE).
Profits from the sale of tickets,
now being sold in front of the
Cafeteria and by Lambda Chi 0
members for 25 cents, will be
turned over to FEE.
"The money will be given to
the Alumni Association," said Rick
Buxton, executive director of the
Association, "for an annual campaign to provide monies for SJS
scholarships, research fellowships
and as a source of unrestricted
funds for the college to use where
the needs are greatest.
"Money will be turned over to
the college general scholarship
fund, for specific administration."
As a reward to the winning
teams in this year’s powder puff
and sweepstakes division, two
trophies will be presented.
Fraternities entered in the relays are Theta Chi, Delta Upsilon,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Alpha Tau Omega.
Sorority entries are Kappa Alpha Theta, Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Phi, Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Delta Gamma, Phi Mu and Delta
Zeta.
Allen and Markham are the
men’s residence halls entering.

Last Rites Held
For Crash Victim

DON DUODALE

Spart.in Dail!, Staff %%liter
Alleged picture-taking by local
police at Friday’s Seventh Street
rally provoked strong denunciation
at yesterday’s Student Council
meeting by members of the gallery
and by Councilman Dick Miner.
Student Bill Cole claimed San
Jose Police are working in cooperation with the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) by photographing "participants" in demonstrations. Cole said the photographs and names are placed on
file at FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C.
Friday’s rally, sponsored by the
San Jose Vietnam Day Committee,
was called to protest the war in
Viet Nam.
Cotmcil referred the matter to a
special committee made up of the
ASB President and an assistant
of his choosing. Several cotmcilmen expressed their hope that the
committee would investigate all
facets of the matter, so that council could act on the matter next
week.
Forwarded for consideration to
the special committee were two
resolutions objecting to the alleged

police photographing on college
campuses. One was passed by California State College Student Presidents’ Association (CSCSPA) at
its meeting last weekend, and one
was drafted by Miner.
The CSCSPA resolution stated,
in part, "CSCSPA is strongly opposed to interference by off-campus
law enforcement agencies on the
prerogative of an academic community to allow free discourse
without outside harassment or encroactunent."
Cole further stated that the
FBI wanted the photographs and
names of rally participants so it
can keep track of "professional
agitators."
One suggestion voiced was that
Student Council join forces with
the SJS Academic Council in any
communications with San Jose City
officials.
In other action yesterday, council failed to override ASB Pres.
John Hendricics’ veto of a proposed election to decide on increasing graduate student members of Student Conucil.
Council last week apprcned the
election by a vote of 13-0-0 and
(Continued on Page 3)

"Resolved: That Student Council
go on record as being against John
Hendricks being recalled from hill
office as ASB President."
Questions were raised during the
two-hour long recall election deliberations whether an election
could be set up so soon. Election
board chairman Ellis Rother answered affirmatively. Rother also
said that the election would cost
about $100.
After the recall election motion
passed, several council members
explained their votes. Some said
they voted for it in spite of their
personal beliefs because they considered it a mandate from the
students.

CONFIDENCE VOTE
A short recess followed the recall election and "vote of confidence" motion, and the Spartan
Daily asked ASB Pres, John Hendricks if he would prevent the
recall election by vetoing the council’s directive. He answered, "I
don’t know."
Hendricks then made the following statement to the Spartan
Daily: "I think the movement for
the recall election came primarily
as a result of the most unethical
and unsavory use of the Spartan
Daily for personal means in the
recent history of the college.
"The president-elect (Jerry Spolter) and the managing editor (referring to Spartan Daily co-managing editor Pat Heffernan) have
entered into the most vile kind of
collusion in a blatant and irresponsible attempt to discredit the
unanimous decision of tire ASB
judiciary and my actions as student body president during the
past year.
’I HAVE RIGHT’
"I have the right, as an individual and as president, to state my
opinions publicly if I think those
opinions are in the best interest
of SJS.
"The urueasonable and grossly
misdirected play given in the Daily
regarding my opinions of the recent election is a prime example
of these two persons’ attempt to
use the Spartan Daily for their
own personal ends."

Smoking Factors

Career, Rate Related
four-port
EDITOR’S NOTE This is this lost in
toriot dealing with the offsets of oioarotto
smoking.
By GERALD HARRIS
In a study conducted by Dr. Carl Seltzer
of Harvard University, a relationship was
drawn between the occupation of the smoker
and the rate at which he indulges the habit.
Highest consumers of cigarettes are the
major business executives; 47.1 per cent smoke
at least two packs per day. The lowest consumers are research scientists. On the average, they smoke less than one-half pack
per day.
Factors controlling this relationship are:
the relative ability to buy, opportunity to
smoke, acceptance of smoking in the occupational position and the social and cultural
patterns prevailing. If being a student is
considered an occupation, it would rate quite
high on the consumption list.
Smokers have been found to carry a number of personality traits (derived along with
the habit). They are more impulsive, more
"chance" oriented, more arudous, have a
greater number of psychosomatic symptoms,
more neurotic and are oriented more toward
ext reversion.
In women these personality traits, reacting
with ’other factors, may present problems in
childbirth. In addition, on the average, the
child born of the smoker weighs less than
that of the non-smoker.

the result of peer group pressures. These
pressures develop a need for conformity similar to the bandwagon approach.
According to Dr. Harold M. Hodges, chairman of the SJS Sociology and Anthropology
Department, group pressures begin most often
in the adolescent stages of life.
Smoking is begun by a few group members
as a form of rebellion, similar to that of drinking and swearing. Over one-half of the graduating males in high school smoke. One-fifth
of the graduating females smoke.
Percentages climb rapidly as these students
enter college. When they reach this level,
the reasons for smoking are not as much
rebellious as the need to conform. Those
students most fearful of being different are
most likely to take up the habit first. In the
case of some students, smoking is strictly
an act of defiance against society. Such students are trying to prove they are right,
and others are wrong.
The ability to hold a cigarette in your hand
and puff on it provides a form of security
for many people that seems irreplaceable.
When they are in a group situation it sometimes becomes necessary to "light up" as
an expression of interest in the group activity.
STATUS FACTOR
There is a status factor associated with
smoking. "I’m part of the ’in’ group when I
am smoking." So feels the adolescent smoker.
’’I’m neat. I’m mature because I have a cigarette in my hand." These along with other
adult feelings are common in the adolescent
smoker.
Dr. Robert Wilson of the Sociolo3Y Department commented that many students
smoke in an effort to reach "adulthood." At
the same rate, one may smoke to gain a few
years in age appearance.
As an example, freshman girl dates senior
boy. The girl being younger than her date,
wants him to feel comfortable with her, as
well as for other people to observe them as
being of the same age and maturity level.
So she smokes. The cigarette makes her four
years older, in her mind of course.
Hodges stated, "Not hying able to stop
smoking is a form of self-imposed enslavement. a sample of weakness."

TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCE
Funeral services were held yesDr. Asher commented that the one event
terday morning in Burlingame for
that will stop most cigarette smokers in their
John (Jack) Edward Anderson,
tracks is a medical traumatic experience. The
sophomore busine.ss major, who
experience is related psychologically to smokdied Monday morning in San Jose
ing, and they quit.
Hospital from head injuries reStudents do not fully realize the threat
ceived in ;in automobile accident
of the cigarette to their health. Asher states
late Sunday night.
that they rationalize their way out by beAnderson was pledge class preslieving, "It can’t happen to me."
ident of Kappa Sigma fraternity,
If you are not expecting a medical trau481 S. Fifth St., not president of
matic experience soon, hut wish to stop smokSigrna Phi Epsilon fraternity, as
ing for any reason, read this series of articles
reported in yesterday’s Daily.
over a few times. They are written with psyAnderson was driving east on
chologist
Dr. G. M. Hochhaum’s formula in
William Street when his car colmind, mentioned in yesterday’s article.
lided with a southbound car, dtiven
From a sociological viewpoint, smoking is
by Luis A. rastellanne, 42. of
1048 S. 10th St.
Ayego04,41,W441,440Wel,9~teeS~.1410.04110~ifelet..44i0WSCirtiera
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’Shorty’ Waves

Black Friday
Is Tomorrow!

i’t,PARTAN DA I LY
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

...............

Editor

TOM MEAD

JERRY FORD

Advertising Mgr.

By SHARON OS 11s1
Get out your lucky rabbit’s foot, horseshoe and four-leaf closer for tomorrow,
The 13th falls on Fritlay only once thil
year, and manana is THE day!
Of course, you may think that the Friday 13th superstiC
is jos’ a lot of ma
1111.1. 1.1.11.1. for
larkey, but at least Ws
flunking a test tomorrow.
Speaking of superstitions, Americans
probably have dreamed
..... re than any
other people. I found s..... e real dillies in
a book, "American Superstitions."

We Believe

Echoing Thoughts
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following editorial appeared in Monday’s issue of the Daily Caliour feelings on
siornien. We believe it Imp
rthe Burns Repoli.

is most unfortunate and deeply
aistressing that in our present day
society a document such as Friday’s
Burns Committee report can be issued
lzy a group of men who are our legislitors and presumably our leatlers.
This document is an anachronism, an
indication that that terrifying combinilion of fear. hate and ignorance in
tilen which produces such events as
ale Inquisition, the Salem witch trials,
tine 192.0’s and 1950’s red scares and
kizi genocide still lies dormant in
pan.
The committee’s charge is to investiAte un-American activities. But what
is un-American? Not any particular
;Itottght or set of beliefs, for the
aniqueness of our country is its comfintment to freedom and to the free
interplay of thoughts and ideals. What
umAinerican is the attempt to halt
flat free flow. to try to restrict Ameritans into a rigid conformity.
A reading of the reports certainly
beac- out President Kerr’s statement
that it "contains distortions, half
t It,. inaccuracies, and statements and
situations taken out of context?’ Above
all, it contains that grossest of -mear
it

tacties: guilt by association based upon
unreliable sources.
A great university is one which pro.
%ides a haven for all points of view and
a forum for discussing them. It is a
place where men choose among ideologies, not with the brawn and the
viscera, but witlt the mind. The members of the Burns committee fail to
comprehend what a unhersity is, just
student acti% ists.
as do s
The series of reports flowing from
this committee serve no real legislative
purpose; this latest document seems
to be the result of a personal enmity
toward and a personal ventletta against
ITitiversity President Kerr. The refusal to strip the cloak of legislative
immunity from these documents is a
good indication that the senators are
aware of the inflammatory nature of
their documeni . . .
Hopefully, responsible citizens will
recognize the tenuous quality of the
whole report. Hopefully, the citizenry
will not tolerate such thinly veiled outpourings of personal vendetta from
those who are supposed to be the
leaders of our society and the defenders of our freedom.
Daily Californian
University of California
May 9, 1966

"... A right to the courts! ... A left to the cops! I

Guest Room

’Acceleration Is Needed’
Editor’s Note: This is the final article in a twopart Guest Room examining the criticism of
"technical" training in higher education.

By GEORGE M. SICIILAR
Professor of Civil Engineering
and Applied Mechanics
Having admitted to shortcomings in
technology, it is only just that we examine
the performance of the products of classical education. The men who have led the
nations of Western Europe and the U.S.
during the 19th and 20th centuries were
all products of superb universities.
Few, if any of these men, were scien-

Thrust and Parry

Writers Discuss Recall, Awards
Recall Member Answers
fOf t-Raised Question’
Editor:

a member of the "Recall Hendricks"
-mem,
would like to answer a frequently-raised question: Why recall a prestient who has only two weeks left in office?"
This admittedly is a valid objection. John
Hendricks sent the now famous letter to the
CSCSPA presidents when he had about a
month remaining in office, another week
elapsed before it was reported in the Spartan
Ijaily, and by the time the entire recall
process is completed, Hendricks will only have
a few days remaining anyway.
Does this mean, however, that an ASB
president should be able to get away with
Nirtually anything in his last month in office?
The -recall clause" in the ASB constitution
is, in my opinion, an important part of the
"checks and balances" on the vast power of
the ASB president, and the president should
mot be freed from his responsibility to the
students simply illCal.INP he is near the end
’of his term.
I would like to empha.size that this is a
matter of principle, not personalities. I am
sorry that some students have gotten the impression that we are trying to portray Hendricks as all orge or devilhe is in fact, a
moderately capable administrator who has,
As

foot*
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however, marred his administration and prevented progress by several personal feuds.
We do not begrudge Hendricks his last few
days in office, yet we feel that the principle
must be maintainedthe principle that the
ASB president is ultimately accountable to
the student body for his actions, and that
"recall" is not merely an empty phrase in
the ASB con.stitution, but a lesson to all future ASB presidents that irresponsible executive action will not be tolerated.
Fred Stahl
A6684

Student Refutes Charge ’Awards Have Purpose’
Editor:
it is difficult to ignore the bitterness in
Professor Broyles’ attack on the Distinguished
Teaching Awards. Sour grapes might be the
motivation, but let me refute Broyles’ letter
on his own grounds:
First, the money was not ASB funds, but
would still rather have my money used to
honor those who do an outstanding job of
educating me than for a typewriter. The
purpose of a college is to educate: ought not
we recognize those who do this exceptionally
well?
Second, awards were made on the ba.sis of
teaching capability, not on the basis of works
published, as is implied in Professor Broyles’

bitter protest. I can verify this as I nominated
one of those winning, and he was nominated
purely because of his excellence as a teacher.
Professor Broyles asks how the faculty can
judge teaching. (The selection.s were made
after careful study of each teacher’s performance.) Professor Broyles also protested
the Tower Lhd. If it is not the faculty’s place
either to rate their colleagues, are teachers
not to be rated? I suspect those who so vehemently object to being evaluated are afraid
of what such evaluations might uncover. Even
the best can use a bit of constructive criticism.
Lastly, Professor Broyles defensively questions the purpose of the awards. It is as he
states it: "to reward eight for giving their
all." The "odious comparisons" are but the
twinges of conscience of the envious. With
so many professors and so few awards, it is
not a disgrace not to be nominatedit is
only a great honor to have won. And yes, it
is an incentive to know your work may be
recognized. As a final point, I’d question Professor Broyles’ $15,000 estimate of a teacher’s
salary.
Rather than eliminating the awards, I would
suggest they be encouraged and given tnuch
more publicity. And if Professor Broyles is
still fretting over the expenditure, may I
suggest that the money be subtracted from
the $15,000 salaries of those who have done
an undistinguished teaching job.
Vicki Basso
M2625

JUNE GRADUATESANY MAJOR
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
HAS OPENINGS FOR THE

Fun in

the Sun

1n exciting collection of
swicuwear by some of the
top designers:
Petti
Beach Party
De Weese Designs
Dec. Deck
:start rt.

$12.99

POSITION OF

REVENUE OFFICER
Northern California
TRAINING PROGRAM
PUBLIC CONTACT WORK
ADVANCEMENT

lists or engineers. Studies in the humanities, social sciences and philosophy were
to no avail in averting the many wars
which were inflicted on mankind. during
this period.
11(digions leatlers, whose sole reason for
1 sl
have
existence (in my or
been the improvement of relationships
amongst human beings, have used religion
itself as the excuse for starting wars. Generally religious leaders have been educated
in philosophy, psychology and history.
It is my opinion that the two most significant problems with which we are confronted are:
(1 ) The creation of mechanisms which
peace with
will maintain international
.
.
.
suinctent secunty so that the arsenals of
the nations of world could be reduced to
only such equipment as might be required for internal security.
(2) The development of the economic
mosele necessary to sustain all the peoples
of the world at reasonable levels of sub.
sistence at any lime in history.
Specialists are needed from all areas
to achieve the objectives noted shove.
We need to develop sufficient international government to insure peace. The
design of stich a system would require
the talents of political scientists, attorneys,
military experts, engineers and scientists.
Assuming that a workable system could
be devised, We would be confronted by the
fears, self interest, and mental reservations
of the political authorities and populations of each nation. The psychologist may,
with aid from the historian, succeed in
overcoming these mental and real reservations.
To achieve the second goal noted above,
the talents of everyone -- mechanics,
fanners, engineers, teachers, artists, scientists, economists, financiers, geographers,
swiss! seimilinte- will be required.
1 challenge interested people on this
campus to come forth with positive programs ’which v,ill accelerate our effort.,
to achieve these objectives.

SEAT OF MEMORY
Do you have trouble remembering facts
for a test? Here’s the remedy
find a
bald-headed man and rub his head. A
bald-headed Mal presumably is older and
t,i-er, and the head is the seat of mentory.
eh his head and presto, you remember
all the correct answers.
If you’re planning to cut your fingernails on Friday or Sunday. forget it.
According to this "fingernail jingle:. it.s
bad luck to cut them on those days.
Cut them on Monday.
cut them for vealth,
Cut them MI TIltullit%.
cut them for health.
Cut them on Wellite-dav ,
cut them for nev,
Cut them on Thursday,
a new pair of shot*,
Cut them on Fritlay,
cut them for woes,
Cut them on Saturday,
a journey ill go,
Cut them rat Sunday.,
cut them for evil and be all the vv. , I,
as cross the 1)evil.
INGENIOUS CU R ES
Throw away all those fancy and expensive cold pills and try these ingenious
cures.
For a chest cold, pad your chest with
layers of absorbent cotton soaker] in camphor and goose grease.
A slab of pork worn unnitiii the neck
fights off sore throat. Another cold cure
is to wear a dirty woolen sock around your
neck or tie a dead fish skin to your feet.
At last, there is competition for the
aspirin industry for headache remedy. If
you’re tired of do% g little white tablets
by the mouthful, try this dandy cure. Tie
the head of a buzzard an..... II your neck
and your headache will disappear. I kid
you not
that’s what the book said. l’m
all for this except Fin afraid that your
headache might get a trifle ssorse by the
time you sucessfully hunt down the buzzard!
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Se. Joseph’s Church

PUT YOURSELF IN THIS PICTURE
You con have fon
. . eoin good
pay . . . and hove a variety of insumn.er lob speriences
as a Western Girl. As one of the
world’s leading temporary help
services, we hov office assignments espectally suited to your
intersts.
BFore plannlng your
surnmr, drop in to see us!.

(San Fernando at Market)
Lectures on the Teachings of the
Catholic Church on Thursdays from
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. This series is
cycle course and people interested
may start at any time. No costno
obligationseveryone invited.
For further information or
private appointment
please call 292-4124
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P

%tiff:lir’ inc.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Career Federal Service

See your college placement office NOW fo
sign up for on -campus interviews on

FRIDAY, MAY 13
IRS is an equal opportunity employer
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Two-Day Visit Set
For Visiting Scholar
(Continued from Page I)
1898, Douglas later mo%ed to
Washington state where he worked
as a newsboy, tarn) hand, junk
dealer, janitor and tutor.
In 1920, Douglas, the son of a
Presbyterian missionary, was graduated from Whitman College In
Walla Walla, Wash.
Five years later, he received a
law degree from Columbia University Law School. While at Colum-

Students, Faculty
To Speak Today
At ’Peace Vigil’
Photo by Yoshi Hasegawa

A PRECIOUS PINT
Blood drive chairmen Don Hickey (left)
AFROTC, and Liz Smedden (right), Sigma
Kappa sorority, are taught how to seal a pint
of fresh blood by registered nurse Birdena Otton. The students toured the San Jose Red
Cross Chapter in prepration for SJS blood

drive today, Catholic Women’s Center, 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Goal for the campus drive is 400
pints. Last semester’s total was 383, according
to Hickey. Air Force ROTC, Sigma Kappa and
the Campus Service Board sponsor the drive
SJS.

VISTA To Visit SJS May 24
For Campus Recruiting Drive
visTA representatives will be
on campus Tuesday, May 24, during a short visit, the Dean of Students Stanley Benz annoanced
yesterday.
VISTA, VOIlIntel.I’S in Service
to Amerca. is part of the President’s War on Poverty program
in which volunteers spend one

year in poverty-stricken areas
from Alaslca to the Virgin Islands.
’ Making the second visit to SJS,
VISTA recruiters will have applications available and answer stu, dents’ questions at their Seventh
r St re et hoot h.
Those seleoted for the program
,) a month salary,
recehe a

Tower Magazine on Sale
The Tower, SJS’ faculty maga
zine, will continue sales in front
of the Spartan Bookstore through
Friday.
Dr. Walter Hugins, associate
professor of history and an editor
of the publication, said the magazine contains both student and
faculty contributions.

Among the stories featured is
,aie on urban problems, city planning, an unpublished short story
by the late Dr. Bill H. Casey, asprofessor of English,
sistant
called. "Birth," and a spoof on
"Batman, Robin, and LSD."
The publication, published by
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
fr,,tornity, soils for 60 cents.

IT’S
RODEO TIME!
MAY 20-21-22

FAIRGROUNDS

Complete

WESTERN OUTFITTER
FOR MEN & WOMEN

banked for them by VISTA, a
living allowance and free medical
and dental care.
Requirements for interested students is a minimum age of 18 and
U.S. citizenship.
Following intensive training for
several weeks at a U.S. college or
university, volunteers are assigned
to their project.

Hendricks’ Veto
Stands in Council
(Continued front Page 1)
directed Hendricks to set the election for May 18 and 19. If approved by a two-thirds vote of the
student body, the proposed constitutional amendment would have
increased the number of graduate
student representatives from two
to four. All other classes now have
four representaives each.
Hendricks said he vetoed council’s action because, in part, ’"rhis
resolution was adopted without full
and complete discussion as to possible effects or alternatives." The
1.:ote to override the veto, needing
:,,,-thirds, failed 8-8-1.

GOMA TO PROM. ;

Tat DIST VALUIS...

SJS Christians for Social Action
are sponsoring a vigil for peace
today at the Chapel of Reconciliation, 310 S. 10th St., from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m., according to
Nancy Rupprecht, chairman.
SCHEDULE
10 a.m.- Prof. Moris Forbes
10:30 RM.’. Roy Hoch, Lutheran
campus pastor
11 Ray Grueneieli. SJS senior
11:30 Dr. Breve Ogilvie, professor of psychology
12---Rev. George L. Collins, American Baptist campus minister.
12:30 --Rev. Mark Rutledge, United Campus Christian Ministry
pastor
1Dr. Robert McNair, assistant
professor of sociology
1:90--Rear Admiral Arnold True,
professor of meteorologY
physical science
2John Anderson, SJS sophomore
210 :qrs. Mildred Binkley
8Rev. John Akers, Grace Baptist Church minister
3:80- -John Thorne, San Jose attorney
9:80- Dr. Peter King, assistant
professor of humanities
5 -Rev. J. Benton White, Wesley
Foundation pastor
5:30Steve Barber, SJS junior
8--Mrs. Barbara Ulmer
Lenna
7Women’s International League
for Peace and Freedom
7:80--Dr. James Plaugher
8--Dr. David Newman, associate
professor of psychology
8:30Roger Lette, SJS sophomore
9Richard Epstein, SJS graduate
student
9:30James Shaw, SJS graduate
student

ISO Meeting
"Israel, Its Founding and Present State" will be the topic of an
International Students Organization program tomorrow, 3:30 p.m.
in HI. Publicity Chairman Jane
Cheramy said the meeting will
be open to everyone.

’

Tiniraday. May 12
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’Date Night’ Set Saturday

The SJS American Marketing 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. and Tuesday
Association’s, "Date Night Over and Thursday from 11 a.m. to 12
the Bay," a jet plane trip tlrotind p.m.
Tickets :ire on sale on a firstSan Francisco Bay, has been recome, first -served basis. Price inscheduled for Saturday.
bla, Douglas edited the "Columbia
Tickets for the event can be cludes a pre-flight cocktail party,
Law Review" for two years.
purchased for $9 in 117215, Mon- transportation to the airport and
After serving a two-yelu apprenday, Wednesday and Friday from the flight.
ticeship with a Wall Street law
firm, Douglas accepted a faculty
position at Columbia in 1927.
In 1929, following a dispute with
Columbia administration officials,
6 days anti 5 nights. From $246. Includes: Round
he accepted a position with the
trip air fare from San Fr:mei-co. choice of several
Yale Law School.
hotels. lei uelcome, traii,piirt.ition between airport
FDR APPOINTEE
and hotel, and sight-seriii4. Many other tours of
Fur complete inforPresident Franklin D. Roosevelt
Itiliger duration are
representa.
appointed the piominent law school
mat icon. call
2;9-2211
instructor to the newly foamed
the
Securities and Exchange Commi
sion in 1939 and three years latoc
Roosevelt appointed Douglas com- ,
mission chairman.
Nib._t -m travel agency
As commission chairman, Doug-I
las became a provocative critic of ’
the Stock Exchange.
’"rhe Stock Exchange is a et,
Phone 293-1031
between a casino and private el,’
(,o \.,,t1, 1 ir-i
San Jose 13, Calif.
whose function of maintaining a ,
free market for securities was sub- ,
verted by the predatory practices !
of ’financial termites,’" Douglas
charged.
In March, 1939, Roosevelt nam,i
Douglas to the Supreme COW
and on April 17, after Douglas’
appointment was confirmed by the
Senate, he took his seat.
QUALIFICATIONS:
YOUNGEST JUSTICE:
At the time of his appointment.
21 years of age
Douglas was the youngest Supreme
Possession of Red Cross or YMCA
Court justice in 125 years.
During Douglas’ 27 years on
senior lifesaving certificate
the bench, Douglas has become
Some experience and training
known for his liberal viewpoint.
He has written opinions and disin swimming and water safety
senting opinions in some of the
leading interpretations of laws conAPPLY:
cerning the rights and responsibilCity of San Jose, Personnel Dept.,
ities of business and the fetlet,,i
Hall, Room 211. Tel. 292-5141
City
government’s right to regulate ill,
economy.

LIFEGUARDS NEEDED FOR
ALUM ROCK PARK!

The no-drag shaver.
You might not shift
to 3rd until
you’re 17
Usually 17 is the time peach fuzz turns into hard bristle. Then you’ve got trouble,
unless you have a shaver that can grow up with you. Like the new REMINGTON’ 200
Selectro Shaver with the dial. Alias no-drag. We gave it an aiias because you can
shift all over your face and adjust to your particular beard. Any variety from fuzz to
scrub brush. Turn the dial to 1st. You can take off uphill
MREFEIIIVIIITr on your neck. No drag. In 2nd you can go through a
couple o days’ growth. No pull. In 3rd you can take on anything without leaving skid
marks. Shift to 4th and you’re in and out of corners. You drift over tender spots like
your upper lip. 5th is the finishing line. Straight sideburns. In 6th you clean out the
whiskers. The Selectro Shaver is up there in the Ferrari class, but we’ve managed
to make it cost less than a lot of regular shavers. We’re not out to take you for a ride.
We also make a complete line of cordless shavers, in ease you’re interested.

W0a1WIIIN nuse AND AMAMI

W csf ern Wear Is THE Look!

ItYwondirful
to br sentimental

$600

HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
We

have

been

providing engagement ringe, to

tbree generations of glds In the San Jose area.

FLEMINGTON 200
Selectrc:i Slaacver
Besets:v.

t Or. 0’1,10\1’10N

You can buy with assurance of quality and
value whim you select a ring from PROCTOR’S.
Dome III and See our wonderful selection.
Prices Irvin COO 00.

NO MONEY DOWN

LEVIV

The
Workingman’s Store
218 Vt. Santa tiara: Open \km. & Flours. ’tit 9 p.m.

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

7.Ditty.)6 ;10
Service with Integrfty

ill SOUTH FIRST STREET, Downtown SAN JOSE
Open Monday & Thuredsy ’til 9 p.m.... Parking Tickets Validated
30T TOWN
COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
Open Mon.. Thine. & Fri. ’MI 9:30 p.m.Fre Parking In Front of Store

0 191,1,s.Ot

Ye ,

Ai
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Music Brings Several Nations Closer Together

SJS Music Major
Receives Scholarship
Freshman music major Susan
Lanni haS received a scholarship
valued at $2,500 to the eighth
international Congress of Strings
at Michigan State University,
East Lan.sing, Mich.
For eight weeks, June 26 to
Aug. 20, 100 young musicians
from throughout the United
States and several foreign countries will live in clarms un the
campus.
Miss Lanfri received her
scholarship from the American
Federation of Musicians, Local
153, San Jose. Age limit for the
congress is 16 to 23. The scholarship will cover all expenses, tuition and fees, as well as pay
for lessons with first-chair players and concert ma.sters of orchestras such as the New York
Philharmonic and the Cleveland
and San Francisco S.mphonies,

By l’AT SHARP
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Music, the universal language, brought several nations closer together Thursday night FIB Theodore
Bike’ sang folk songs from all over the world
The actor -singer-guitarist performed before a
large, good-natured audience in blorris Dailey Auditorium.
In what he described as a tour acrass the various
countries of the world, he said. "I’ll start out singing
ir. F:nglish to keep the flag flying."
Throughout the performance, Bikel injected humor.
the words of a Yiddish song, he trans la :M. "Let us buy oranges so we can go dancing."
The reason? "The Yiddish words for oranges and
dancing rhyme."
Before singing an amusing American love song,
he said it was "less about love and more about
marriage, which is a psychological syndrome we
suffer from." The dialogue of the song called for
two parts: the high, squeaky voice of a silly girl
saying, "When’re we gonna get married, my dear
old Buffalo Boy," and the low, unhurried masculine
. guess . . . on . . . Sunday."
reply, "I
One of the most moving selections was the Russian gypsy song he said was his favorite. It told
of Two brotlices on their way/One wore blue and

said Or. Gibson Walters, chairman of the Music Department.
The 100 participants will play
in a string orchestra conducted
by Josef Krips, of the San Francisco Symphony.
Miss Lanfri has studied violin
for nine years. She has been a
member of the All -California
and the All-Country Honor Orchestras and has played vrith
the San Jose Youth Symphony
for five years, two of which she
has been concert master. In addition, she is a member of the
SJS Symphony Orchestra, the
Santa Clara Philharmonic and
an SJS student string quartet.
The violinist studied with
Rosemary Benedetti, Dr. Walters and Albert Gillis, assistant
professor of music.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leo R. Lanfri of 2126
Laurel Drive, Santa Clara.
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THE DRAMA AND MUSIC DEPARTMENTS PRESENT

litadama guttep(ly

Theatre
Matinee Saturday,

May 28

,‘,b,l’41;

....-

b2 4.

2 p.m.

..e...o..._ _

Quintet

9:15 p.m. 1,1/4 hi

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY
Gen. Admission $1.50
SJSC Students 75
College Theatre Box Office
5th and San Fernando Sts.
Open 1-5 p.m.
Phone 294-1931

IS,-,-...r.e._

7he CAL TJADER
2:00 P.M.
Pennsula Way

$2.00

Menlo Park

Donation

0

...- .."--ce...c.
_._ _.______

OPEN 2 4 HOURS

the

STUDENT’S

N,..t to the Purolc Pus..y

:tii,..t_EzA.

$169

DINNER

Served Daily:
4.30-8 p m.

610 Coleman

heu4se

MT

SPECIAL

10 to 20 people

hungry

I

-Angell& german good

Available from

C

MILLER’S STEAK HOUSE
()PEN 24 HOURS

arcien
=
=
=

Ihmtplet ROOMS Available

Famous
Hofbrau Band
Fri.
Sat.

Sunday:
a.m.-111 p.m.

=

256-3831

City -Wofirau

297-2002
51 S. Market
Atruntrarratactrorirrarrtrourscri- iwativintivitais

I.ive Music 5 nites a week

f-

Banquet

Steak

P.

Fish

kr,
aamiL.
.
163 West Santa Clara
292-3848
Eniimmimmiiiiimmimmimiiiiimummimmimmummilimmimimo 7

i

BOWL

’1’

3 games for $1

tr4

To SJS Students
Anytime
A

Amateur Talent night every
Thursday. Auditions to be held
every Monday night. Call
Ward Pinther or Mike Sanchez
378-1800

FINE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEER
BANJO AND HONKY TONK

FE

8 p.m. -I A.M.; Sunday 6 p.m. -8 p.m.

This coupon redeemable et the Straw KO with Student Body Card for
NAME
ADDRESS

? CITY
?

offer expires June ISth, 1966

$1 OFF
on any

GIANT PIZZA

Open Sunday thru Thursday, I 1:30 a.m. to Midnight.
Frid&y and Saturday, 11:30 a.m. fo 2 a.m.

r-

Downtown Bowl

featuring 22 kinds of
PIZZA
NOW, WIN CASH PRIZES

Friday and Saturday,

POOL & BILLIARDS
$1 per hour

pc othe family bott5e
-4

a

t

It.II:1111\ Al/ ’Mk./ V ’W\ III"

-40.-.4 Lair’in..41,11MIF
_
__ _ _
__ _
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MBI11111111111111111111111M1M11111111111111’ ’’-:-t. BI’dr,4-4,

Banquet Rooms

0
I

Pt ninsula School

k$N74 ;

375 W. Santa Clara Sf.

294-7800

it’s MAGOO’S for the tastiest
PIZZAS ... And for that
flavor ... Try Our

Char-Broiled
Burgers

E
Featuring Breakfast
Between 7 a.m. and 11 a.m.

Free Delivery

isticully the clip-clop of the horse’s feet.
He kept the audience in tune with him by calling
for audience participation. Near the beginning of
his performance, he sang the lively verses about
Paddy Doyle and the listeners chimed In with the
refrains, ending with "We’ll all throw dirt at the
cook."
In a more serious vein, Bikel taught the audience
the words to a song which began, "Last night I had
the strangest dream I never dreamed before. I
dreamed the world had all agreed to put an end
to war." It was a moving experienc.
Crossing the ocean to Mexico, Bikel remarked, "I
knew a Mexican who actually thought the American
national anthem started with ’Jose, can you see.’
He then sang in Mexican a tune about the cart drivers
along the border, at intervals translating the words
into English.
Near the end of his performance Bikel sang a
Jewish song which reflected the trials of a Hebrew
boy learning to play the fiddle. Terming the tune
the "Jewish revenge on ’The Sound of Music’ " he
sang the musical scale with a lisp. It was a delightful,
comical rendition.
When called back for an encore, Bikel surprised
the audiertce by playing simultaneously the harmonic
and the guitar.

KNTV To Televise S Ym phony Sunday

Speck,/ Outdoor
Benefit Concert

k

By Giacomo Puccini

College

AW

SUNDAY, MAY 15

The Opera

Sung in English
Rurs FRI. and SAT., May 20 and 21
Also May 25 through 28

one wore gray." After the war one returned to
’Two girls waiting at the railroad track/One wore
blue and one wore black." The audience remained
silent as he sang and strummed the guitar to simulate the beat of military drums.
Bikel began a Russian gypsy love song: "I never
meant to fall" and abruptly stopped, pointing a
finger at two latecomers in the back of the auditorium. "You’re late!" he admonished.
Following the interruption he continued with the
Russian melody which, like most of the Ttussian numbers he sang, started with a strong, striking beat
and slowed to a sad, sentimental-sounding note.
It) speaking of his part in the freedom movement
in Mississippi, Georgia and Alabama, Bike! said, "We
went to teach and help and came back in a curious
fashion--taught and helped ourselves."
He related they had sung in a dozen languages,
but the songs were understood and learned because
they dealt with freedom. "If you’re ever there and
find the congregation singing back to you in Yiddish,
you’ll knovv I’ve been there," he remarked.
Bikers acting ability came out as he perforrned,
for his expression and attitude changed with the
temper of the songs. In telling about a miidern Russian hansom cab driver lamenting that the subways
had taken away his business, he imitated very real-

Excerpts from the SJS Symphony Orchestra concert presented on campus in March will
be broadcast Sunday from 4-5
p.m. on KNTV, Channel 11.
The program was taped in
concert Hall by the staff of the
Instructional Television Center
(ITV). Technician Glen Pensinger commented it was the
first time the sy-mphony has
been video-taped in Concert Hall.
To overcome the physical problems of getting camera.s into
the building, special scaffolds

were built. Four cameras were
used to record the performances
Tuesday and Wednesday nights,
March 22 and 23. Two were
operated remotely and two run
by camerarnen.
"From the remote unit (parked
outside Concert Hall) the pictures and sound were sent by
cable to ITV’s master control
room in JC51, where they were
recorded," Pensinger explained.
The Music Department viewed

the recordings a
selected the
best parts from the two performances. The edited tape will
be sent to KNTV for Sunday’s
broadcast,
Selections which will be presented are Mendelssohn’s overture "The Hebrides," Op. 26:
Offenbacifs chanson, "Elle a ftti,
la tourterelle," from "Tales of
Hoffmann," and Brahms’ Concerto No. 1 in D Minor for Piano
and Orchestra, Op. 15.

Young Musicians Tryouts
’Rivalry’ Play
Planned at UCLA June 1
To Be Presented
At West Valley

The California Arts Commission ICAC) will present Norman Corwin’s Broadway hit,
"The Rivalry," Monday night at
8:30, according to Ben Byeel,
publicity chairman. The performance will be in the West
Valley College auditorium and is
free to the public.
The story concerns the historic debate between Abraham
Lincoln and Stephen Douglas.
The cast includes T. V. and
motion picture actors and actresses who have consented to
appear on behalf of the Commission.
John Anderson will portray
Abraham Lincoln and Robert
Karnes will star as Stephen
Douglas. Supporting roles will
be by Mrs. Adrienne Marden
and Matthew Knox.
"The CAC is sponsored by federal funds to bring cultural
events to the outline areas,"
events to the outlying areas,"
Byce said.

Singers, string players--violinists, cellists, violistsand pianists who wish to apply for the
Young Musicians Foundation
Debut Auditions have until
June 1. Auditions will be held
on the University of California
campus at Los Angeles beginning
June 18.
Applicatoins and information
about repertuire may be obtained

S.F. Sculptor
To Visit SJS
Benny Bufano, San Francisco
sculptor, will be on campus tomorrow to participate in a discussion on "Cybernetics and
Man" today from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
in Concert Hall.
Computer music and mechanical and human art will be demonstrated at the program.
In addition, the faculty quartet under Dr. Gibson Walters,
chairman of the Music Department, vtill perform.

GASLIGHTERS
TIMM

PRESENTS
Melodrama and Olio
Every Fri. and sat. night at 8:30 p.m.
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEER
STUDENTS $1.75
Monterey Ftd. at Hillsdale
For reservations call 225-1232

SCREEN SCENES
CINEMA

TOWNE

SARATOGA

Marcallo Mastroiani and Sophia Loren
"MARRIAGE ITALIAN STYLE"

552 South Bascom
295-T238 143S The Alatneds
297-3060
Anthony Quinn
Academy Award Winner
Irene Papas in
Julie Christie in
’’ZORBA THE GREEK"

"DARLING"

I4502 Big Basin Way
867-3026
Rod Steiger in
"THE PAWNBROKER"
400 ’tooth First
2944644
also
Jackie Gleason in
"A HOT SUMMER GAME"
"GIGOT"
also
"HIGHWAY PICKUP"

G A Y

STUDIO

Ride
to the
show in
the pale
snnset.

296 South Pleat
2924773
THE STRAW HAT
Glenn Ford in
123
S.
4tli
alii.r
p.m.
1400 W. Campb4 Ave., Campbell
"THE MONEY TRAP"
B. 13e,dot. G. Hamilton in
286-2484
For Pizza to go, Phone 378-1800 or 253-0703
i thin I mile of campus
"VIVA MARIA"
.
_
__
_
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from the Young Musicians Foundation, 490 So. San Vicente
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.,
90048,
Winners of four $1,000 debut
a pianist, a singer,
grants
a string player and a composer
will be selected.
No more than three singers,
three pianists and three string
players will participate in the
final auditions on June 23. All
finalists, whether they are winners or not, will be considered
for concert appearances under
Young Musicians Foundation
auspices.

Tjader To Play
At School Benefit
Cal Tjader one of the top
jazz musicians in the country,
will play a benefit concert for
Penirtsula School Sunday afternoon at 2. The school is located
in Menlo Park on Peninsula Way
between Menlo Oaks and Berkeley Ave.
Peoceecks from the outdoor
concert will go to Peninsula
School’s schoiarthip fund. The
school, which emphasizes the
creative arts and small group
instruction, is a private institution starting with nursery school
and continuing through the
eighth grade.
The Quintet is currently appearing at the Cabana in Palo
Alto and will continue their performance until Sunday.
Tjader has played with the
Dave Brubeck trio and has pioneered in amalgamating new
sounds into his jazz. He is known
for his ability to spot and develop young talent.

Local ’Lill Abner’
Concludes Run
Friday, Saturday
Final performances of the San
Light Opera Association
production of "Lil Abner" will
be presented tomormw and Saturday nights at the Montgomery
Theater in San Jose at 8:30.
The comedy features music
and lyrics by Johnny Mercer
and Gene de Paul. It includes
"If I Had My Druthers," Jubilation T. Cornpone," "The Country Is in the Very Best of
Hands" and "Sadie Hawkins’
Day."
George Costa directs the show.
Members of the cast irkslude:
Greg Gilman as LII Abner and
Kathy Davis as aDisy Mae.
Helen Kalogeros anti Keith Gouger star LIR MIIITIllly and FaPPY
Yukum, respectively.

Jose

Seeks Fifth Titie

Mitietic
9eat4
What goes into a world record?
For Tommy Smith, who set marks in the 220-yard arxi 200meter run last weekend, it may be awhile before his speedy 19.5
goes into the record books without an asterisk signifying "pending."
The official Amateur Athletic Union (AAUl blanks must be
sent to the district office, reviewed, sent to the national office in
M.N.’ York, reviewed and sent finally to the International office in
411* of
F:ngland.
"The reviewing is done to protect the men with the record,"
explains track coach Bucl Winter, "to make sure the race wasn’t
done on some windy, downhill track course."
HEAD MAN PRESENT
Among the requirements are the proper AAU blanks signed
by competent AAU officials. "And we had the head man in Northern
CaliforniaSplit Lynchhere." Winter chided.
An acceptable record must be set against at least two other
competitors in a regularly scheduled meet. At least two copies from
local newspapers also are needed to verify that the race was run
within a regular program.
Other times must be included to indicate the accuracy of the
watches. "We had eight watches, including alternate clocks, and
all were right there at 19.5," notes Winter.
Winter also had the track measured to insure the distance was
legal. Five measurements showed the run was actually 220 yard.s,
2% inches.
The speed of the wind almost nullified the record, but the 4.02
reading was under the maximum allowable 4.475. "We had a doctor
of meteomlogy here to work the machine in CUSP the weather
got sick," added jubilant Winter.

:-.rsan

SJS
tnning-ul ientated judokas
are on the road to Ohio today.
hoping to add another chapter to
their long book of success.
The Spartans’ destination is the
Ohio State University campus and
the 1966 NCAA championships. In
the meet, which vill be held this
Saturday, the SJS judokas will be
shooting for their fifth consecutive national collegiate title.
The pressure on roach Yosh
Uchida and the six men he is
taking to the finals is expectedly
great, as they try to keep the
winning streak intact.
PRESSURE NO GRIEATER
But, according to team captain
Larry Dobashi, a senior from
San Jose who fought on last year’s
championship squad, "The pressure is no greater than at any
other championship tournament."
However. he adds that this
year’s meet could be the toughest
the Spartans have had in recent
years. Dobashi was the 180-pound
division winner at last year’s
NCAA tournament.
Sophomore Larry Lambert, veho
will be rnmpeting in his first
NCAA championship meet, as will
Roger Miller and Masakazy Nakao, admits that "National competition tends to make a person
nervous."

NEW-COMERS
Lambert, who was second in
Smith’s shattering of the 20.0 mark by .5 of a second was also
Northern California
expected to cause some doubt. "So far, though, everyone has just this year’s
Collegiate Brown Belt Championaccepted the record. I thought there would be some staticalthough
ships, will compete in the 139there is nothing to disput the record."
Winter expects no difficulty in the process. On the basis of pound division, while Miller will
Smith’s performances earlier this season, the clocking certainly brittle in the heavyweight class
and Nakao in the 205-pound diwas within his limits.
The idea of the record being broken is greeted with laughter vision.
Also making the trip for SJS
from Winter. "The record will be retired, and with Tommy’s name
will be Jay Lewis and Paul Maruon it. No one will break the mark.
"Sure I was shocked when the time was announced as 19.5. yama, both old hands at championship competition.
But with that boy, nothing is impossible. End quote"
Lewis helped last year’s SJS
crew rack up its fourth championship by winning the 165-pound
division in the finals and will be
out to defend that title Saturday.
Maruyama will be participating
in his third NCAA championship
meet, although it is his first for
SJS.
The 24-year-old business major
Three world record holders, in- be the third man on the mile relay
cluding SJS flash Tonuny Smith, and John Bambury on the two
and 16 former Olympic performers shorter ones.
will be present Saturday as SJS
Among the competing teams will
runs in the 40th West Coast Re- be UCLA generally’ acknowllays in Fresno’s Radcliffe Stadium. edged as the best collegiate squad
Action begins Friday, but SJS in the mition defending national
performers will move into action co-champ USC, New Mexico, CaliRon Cerrudo provided the big
Saturday at 1 p.m., with Smith fornia, Stanford, defending Relays gun for SJS golfers Tuesday a,
anchoring three relay squads: the
the Spartans shot down Stanfin .1
440, 880 and mile relays.
15-12 for the tenth consecutitc
SJS track coach Bud Winter time.
In the former, the Spartans have
the best time in the nation this announced the Spartans will play
In his first action for Jerry
year at 39.9, while they have been host to an all -comers meet Sat- Vroom this season, Cerrudo fired
unbeaten in three tries in the 880 urday, May 2t on the Spartan a 68 on the Stanford course to
track. There are no entry fees, grab medalist honors.
race.
Wayne Hermen and Tim Knowles but all amateur athletes wishing
The match was the season’s fiwill run with Smith in all three to compete must sign up uith nale and gives SJS a 9-3 mark.
relays, while Ken Shackelford will Winter in MGI20 by Monday.
Others contributing to the blasting were Terry Small, Ross Randall and Don Keffer.
champ Brigham Young, the SouthSmall won the feature match
ern California Striders and the
over the Indians’ No. 1 linkster,
Pasadena Athletic Association.
between 10th and Ilth
including Terry Curran, 2-1. Small carded
Spartan field men
a 75.
triple jump ace Craig Fergus
481 E. San Carlos
Randall and Keffer were other
compete individually.
San Jose winners with totals of
74 and 77. Both took 2-1 victories,
stopping Walter Driver and Greg
Picard, respectively.
In best ball play, Small and
Cerrudo triumphed 3-0 and Randall and Keffer emerged victorious,
THREE "K" FLYING "A" is once again featuring a
2% to %.
BRAKE SPECIAL. Spartans, for the second year in a
Next competition is the NCAA
Tourney on June 21-25, also on
MPH. Can have the brakes on their Volkswagens adjusted
the Stanford course.
NOTHING TO DISPUTE RECORD

Smith, Former Olympians
At Fresno Relays Saturday

Cerrudo Bin-Shot
In Season Finale

Custom Cleaners
Achtung

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS

for only 99c.

TODAY thru SATURDAY May 14
SPRING BRAKE SPECIAL
(VOLKSWAGENS ONLY)

Reg. $2.50

99‘

,n1,,l tninpvt,i1 in I lic
!lament while attending Loyolo
University.
Actually, the tournament Saturday will be an anticlimatic for
Maruyama, who capped off a fine

Ilth and SANTA CLARA

294-1562

D U1S.’S

Intramural Announcements

NeasOn last month by winning the
154 -pound di% isiOn in the AAU national finals und being awarded
both the Sportsmanship Award
and a Black Belt Scholarship for
I his efforts.

GOLF
All individuals and teams wishing to compete in the intramural
golf tourntunent on Friday, May
20, must turn thir eotries in tu the
Intramural Office, MG121, by 2
p.m. today.
SOFTBALL
In independent fast pitch action
Monday, Dun Darling allowed just
three hits while stopping the Turdles for SAE No. 2, 11-1. Sian

Pmley was sharp as he pitched
Whiskey ii-tio4i0 to a 2-0 win
over Air Force ROTC, allowing
just two hits.
But it was the Fruits’ Junior
Esteves who stole the independent
show, as he fashioned a nu -hitter
while his squad stomped Mark !lain I tall, 11-0.
Both Bill Meyer and Bill Gerheim hurled no-hitters in fast
latch

Moderne T)rug ("to.
D.

CAMPAGNA. Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
(To the tune

HIS PRESENCE has made the differenceWater poloist Jack
Likins was named an All-American in his sophomore season two
years ago, but red-shirted this fall. He will be back in action
next fall and is presently leading the Sparts in spring practice.
He will be in action with the poloists Friday night.

Poloists Face More Than
Double-Trouble on Friday
Spartan water poloists will not
The first game begins at 7:30,
only have to overcome the Air with the nightcap starting imForce Academy squad Friday mediately after
at approximatenight, but also a loyal crew of ly 8:45.
rooters for the flyers.
Although the Air Force AcadWEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
emy is coming from Colorado
Springs for the game in the Sparall color
tan pool, they will have the support of the SJS chapters of the
J RS ENTERPRISES
Air Force ROTC and Angel Flight,
Ph..ne 286-5392 evenings
women’s auxiliary of the ROTC
group.
The Air Force polo game will
be the first of a doubleheader for
the Sparts, who play the University of Oregon in the second game.

$89

GIRLS:

All -Opponent Nine
Features Hill Trio
Some of the best players in
Northern California are included
on the first Spartan all-opponent
baseball team as chosen by the
1966 SJS baseball players.
Headlining the all-opponent team
is a powerful three-man pitching
squad led by California’s AllAmerican Andy Messersmith. Also
included among the hill troops
are Frank Burch from USF and
UOP’s Terry Delameter.
Jim Hibbs, Stanford’s classy receiver, was named as catcher, while
the Indians’ hard-hitting shortstop
Frank Duffy leads an infield that
also includes Santa Clara’s Bob
Spence and Bill Schmidt on the
right side and the ’Tigers’ Paul
Glennon at the hot corner.
Outfielders named to the team
were Joe Ferguson from UOP,
Jim Whitfield from Cal State at
Hayward and the Dons’ Larry
Mariett.

We feature Accutrori
the most accurate
timepiece
in the
world

-.Lau& fiettietr3

Flying "A" Imported Car Service

:purr

1,41r,

ANTHONY

Accutron’s tuning fork
replaces the outdated bal.
ance wheel that’s found in all
watches. Stop by so we can tell you
more. Starting with the right time of
day. Accutron by Bulova. From $125.00

THREE "K"

Ntriv
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Judo Team in Finals

By LEE JUILLERAT

Brake Adjustment

I rn

14460 Rig Basin Way. Saratoga

if you don’t
give your man

ACTION

of "Barbara Fritchie")

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de riseur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We’d like yoU
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It’s all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite? It’s good. It’s
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we’d better
quit while we’re ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it --we’d be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar!
You’re the loudest soft drink
we ever sawrl
So tart and tingling, they
couldn’t keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! O00000h-Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can’t think
Of any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or fif we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit’ with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!

[tomorrow)
VICKIE

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN’T
KEEP ITAUIET.

fallUCOMICAIMIMLY

HELP! HELP!
I’D GIVE’ ANYTHING TO
SAVE DEAR NICK FROM
GETTING ROUGHED UP
WHILE SHAVING CLOSE!
S08-S09

GIVE HIM ME!
I’LL GIVE HIM A CLOSE
SHAVE AND A
COMFORTABLE ONE,
TOO!

Great idea for his birthday. Or any big occasion. The Norelco
’Flip -Top’ Speedshavere 20. Just about the most wanted shaver
there is for closeness ond comfort. Famous Norelco rotary blades
stroke whiskers off. No arab. No pull. No cut. No nick. Easy
top’ cleaning, too. It costs less than a cashmere sweater - and
you get a smoother date out of it. P.S. If you wont to spend a rule
more, give the Norelco Speedshover 30 (at right), 35% closer
for sideburns.
a pop-up trimmer
heads,’
too. Andv
’Floating
.
s
e
o
h.
s
All the trimmings-ond no st,ngs attached.

"In the Village"
867-3117

rteiRe

teklrThe Clem Electric Shave
iw,Pco North Arnoncon kor Company, Inc , fosI 42nd Sneer, Slow York, Now Yorl 1001

Oa%

11-SPART
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Thursday,

Nifty 12, 1968

Baptist Organization To Sponsor
Weekend Retreat at Clear Lake

Visitor To Discuss Physics
Dr. Al\ in M. Hudson, chairman
of the Physics Department of Occidental College, will be a visiting
lecturer in physics classes tomorrow.

’date iiilerent in ph:.:sic-s. The program is supported by the National
Science Foundation.

certs in Africa, Europe, Central
America, the Caribbean, Asia and
the United States.
Dr. Hudson will hold informal
While in Viet Narn, Rev. Hardiscussions vtith students, and
rison
visited several thousand
speak to faculty members concernAmerican and Vietnamese troops
ing curriculum and research prounder the auspices of the U.S.
grams in physics.
The weekend activities wiu in- government, Rose said.
The visit is under the auspices
defense sirens on Monday at 10:15 clude group discussions, a guest
Rev. Harrison. who was born
of the American Association of
a.m., the San Jose Civil Defense speaker who was an associate of
Physics Teachers and the American Institute of Physics itS part and Disaster Council has an- Dr. Billy Graham and water skiing on the lake, Rose said.
of a nationwide program to stirn- nounced.
Cost of the retreat is $10, including transportation. The "retreaters" will leave from the TriYOUR CHANCE FOR A SUMMER ADVENTURE
TODAY
C Building, Third and San AnRho Epsilon, 6:30 p.m., Cafetonio Streets, at 6 p.m. Friday
and return after the noon meal teria A and B, initiation of pledges
at a low group rate
Sunday. Rose suggests each per- and in.stallation of officers, guest
son supply his own bedding, a
speaker will be Dr. Wilburn D.
Bible, notebook, flashlight and
Wright, dean of the Business Diswimming clothes.
Interested students can make vision.
resemations or obtain additional
Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
information by calling 293-4911, MH221, the Rev. Clifford Spencer
356-4725 or 253-2524.
of the Fairoaks Park Baptist
Featured speaker at the retreat Church will lead a study of the
Round trip to London from New York
will be Rev. Robert Harrison, who book of Galations, everyone intraveled for sbC years as an asso- vited.
complete
ciate evangelist with Dr. Billy
Epsilon Eta Sigma (English
Graham, appearing before audifrom San Francisco
Honor Society), 3 p.m., Cafeteria
ences throughout the world.
romPleie
In a recent seven-week tour of B, guest speaker David VanBecker,
the Orient, Rev. Harrison held cru- assistant professor of English, will
Depart June 20th, Return September 6th
sades in Japan, Formosa, Hortg speak on "The New Youth and the
CALL:
Kong, the Philippines, Viet Nam Traditional Literary Education,"
Mrs. Morita- 11%,iii
293-3992
and Singapore. He has also con- open to public.

and raised in San Francisco. conducts weekly radio bmadcasts in
the United States and Africa.
At the retreat he will discuss
the "prejudice plaguing a ’soi.
called’ Christian nation" and is
arodous to answer or discuss any
questions students may have, Rose
otfitorl

Spartan Tri-C, campus Baptist
Dr. Fred Holmstrom, professor
of physics, is in charge of the visit. organization, will sponsor a retreat at Meteor Ranch on Clear
Lake this weekend for all interSIREN TEST
ested person.s, regardless of their
The city of San Jose will con- viewpoint or background, according to Glenn Rose,
president.
duct a test of the city’s 51 civil

Tri-c

Spartaguide

Again, for the 3rd Year Fly
with Air India
$300

$532.20

] ducted crusades and musical con-

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Sigma Mu

Tau (Medical Technology and Micro-biology majors),
1:30 p.m., S311, meet new officers
and plan spring picnic, all majors
invited.
MEI

EE MAJOR, Upper Division. Year round
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
Schedule flexible but 15
r
week required between
SAILING EXPEDITION, CARIBBEAN. . , .
tcd 4:30 p.m. Mon. -Fri. Extra
Share adventure. expense. Airmail, yate
able
on school vacations.
Fairwinds, Club Pesca, Cartagena, Coe 243-3606 Underwriters’ Laboratolornbia.
,
BEAT THE TEST OR VIET NAM? How
to pass the deferment test. You can’t n r IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT. Telephone
’
..dvert;sing program for
ford to flunk! Limited classes. Phone now.
ai.)usi portrait co. Hours 9 a.m.Collegiate Seminars, 383.0426.
- I coo nr 4-8 p.m. Will train. Salary plus
$11.000 POETRY CONTEST. Open to all
Call 248.7550. Olen Mills
poets. Send name and addiess with
for brochure of rules & prizes: THE RV,
METHEAN LAMP, Dept. SD, 2174 34 St
HOUSING (5)
Sacramento, California.
NOW
RENTING
for summer session. 1
2,000 JOB OPPORTUNITIES in the Bay
.
s furnished Apts. Tradewinds. 633
area. Full.tirne, part-time. and summer
-‘ $75 per Teo- th or rent weekly.
positions. For information, write the Employment Index. Box 561, Campbell. or Prue cark,--1. See manager. Mike Scott
h
ori6krirds. Phooe 286-4260.
call 379.2340 or 797.1297.
DO YOU HAVE E.S.P.7 Test your psychic
ab i .
a.m. or Wed., 1 p.m.
F. 124
’1.
Beckley.
POETRY WANTED. Include stamped Arvelope. Idlewild Press, 333 Frederick. San
Francisco 17.

’40 3.8 JAGUAR SEDAN. Steel gray, $125 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully furautomatic transmission, white walls, heat- nished home at 440 Elizabeth St. Near
er. Call Mr. Dunre. SJS extension 2337 corner of S. 10th & Santa Clara St. Will
or 2448. Horne 241-5184.
arcommodate 4 college students. 2
’63 VESPA ISO. Real gem. Complete ac blocks from SJS. Zulpo Realty, 259-4230.
cessories - has everything. $250. Call VERY CLEAN I bedroom. $90. Water
&
M12_4386.
garbage paid. See manager. 46 S. 7th
’63 AUSTIN HEALY 3000 MK II. Errol St . apt. #1.
lent condition. Call 241.5077, if no anSUMMER RENTALS. New apts. $30 per
swer, 253.5845.
person.
& 2 bedroom furnished apts.
’60 SPRITE. Excellent condition. r/h. re- 635 S. 1 I th St. 295-4414.
built engine, good tires. $750. Drafted. MALE ROOMMATES wanted to share
Call Julie, 294-2916, #106.
two bedroom. hvo bath apt. for fall semester. Call Jim, 286-5569. 215 S. 12th,
’42 VVV. New engine. Excellent condition.
*3.
$1.300 79R 201S.
I & 7 BEDROOM, completely furnished,
’58 KARMANN GHIA. Yellow convert
drer., Alt elertrir Iritehen.
8/60.
277 , 74R ?Mc
068 8692, niter
Lo$11,AND FOUND I 6
’65 HONDA 305 Hawk. E,rilent c-oni
tion. Less than 3.000 miles. Scramk-’
$550.
241-0884.
Call
fi
bags.
&
PlP9s
io
B., horio 4’PleaLsec’fturinn
Pm
in
.t & Found, or call 298-2585.
’66 HONDA SO. Like new. 2981017-.
Warranty good. Call after 5:30 p.m.
PERSONALS 171
’45 JEEP, 4 wheel drive. $290. 442 S. 911;
St.. apt. #3. 295-9044.
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
ngs. Original jewelry in cast gold & sil11 PLYMOUTH VALIANT (V-200). rver.
G. Lerimore 354-1273.
White. 4-door, automatic transmission.
Good condition. 961-3286.

FOR SALE 13)
2 LIGHT WEIGHT sleeping bags. 2
small And 2 large eir mattresses. Orin
man fent. Call 321.3127, evenings,
SURFBOARD. 9’2". Good cendition. $40
or offer. Must sell. 251.2954. Call evenings, Norman.
ELECTRIC GUITAR & AMPLIFIER, cost
$150 new, used twice, asking $85. Call
Gary. 293.7329.
COMBINATION RADIO.PHONOORAPH Tibia model. 1- od condition.
2.;39286.
825.
HELP WANTED 141
SUMMER OPENINGS FOR c,Ile-je stu
dents. Selling general products. Cen
continue at your convenience during
school year. Highest route sales rremission. Basic ;ales experience & husinn
training. Scholarships availible for repromising leaders. Contact Mr. Barrett
297.4109. 4.5 p.m.
FELLOWS-GALS. Full or part-time wort
in magazine sales by phone. Hours dr
ranged. Salary plus bonus. 298-4479.

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.
Send try Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Jose State
College, San lost
Calif. 95114.

Pica Electric Work guaranteed.
741-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE for students. Chet Bailey,
286-5386. 707 N. First St. Suite #I.
EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses.
term papers, etc. Work guaranteed, 3788577. Jo Vine
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE. 5 years I’Ming for SJS students. 258-4335
TYPING DONE IMMEDIATELY in my
home. IBM Selectric. Reasonable. 2589597.
TYPING in my home. Accurate, guaran
teed. Elite -type. 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Call 253.
9286.
THESIS - MANUSCRIPTS - PHOTOCOPY. Marnie Nolan, 286-2620.

notification
won

for

this

week

of prizes

papers

they

presented

Standard Insurance Company;
business, marketing and insurance
majors for positions in sales with
opportunity for management.

Twenty leading insurance companies will interview
on campus Positions available for
June and Summer graduates
Actuarial

Office Administration

Claims

Sales

Management Trainee

Security Analysis

Mortgage Loan

Underwriting

Sign up now for

interviews

Placement Center - Adm. Bldg. 234

.EAMM=11111111111111111111111111111111111=Ellb.

at the annual convention of Student

Affiliates of
Society,

the American
May

6-7,

at

Content of Maynard’s paper was
based on the original research
carried out under the direction
of Dr. Lanny R. Repolgle, associate professor of chemistry.
Purpose of the annual conventtutotlyis
students an opportto pgresivecnt research papers
based eit.her on original ir library
II investigations, in an atmosphere
similar to that encountered at naI tionai meetings of the parent society.

with Purchase of
5 Gallons of Gas

!Insurance Reps
’Slate Interviews

AT
TWO NEW
BEACON
STATIONS
in San Jose
and
I

1170 N. 14th St.
Also in San Jose

IPositions available include actuarial trainees, claims adjusters,
management trainees, mortgage
loan representatives. office admin. istrators, sales. seeiirity analysts,
and underwriters.
I

Sturienls
views now

VOLI4,, 77,72,
IN

,tttt.et

Lt /total’

...and save on import costs. Your car

for you in Europe, if you

1st

can be waiting

order it now. As your

ized Dealer, we can deliver your
equipped to American specifications.

Author-

VW completely

Free: Please send illustrated brochure end Fine list.

Call nr contact Ron Croll

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
286-8800

Name
Address
City

State

Zip Code

Mailer
09etveterel
72 S. First St.
San Joee
Phone 297.0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

may sign up for inter in the Placement Cen-

MI ISM MI BM MS II\ ter. ADM234

Submit Ads 2 publications days prior
to day ad is fo run.
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phnn 794.64i4, 6i. 2465

7)

Twenty insurance companies will
Ihave representatives on campus next Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday during Careers in Insurance Days to interview June
and summer graduates.

2nd & East William I

To plea: an ad:
Visit the

’ef4,7*

1560 Nortb First Street, San Jose

CLIP
’N’
SAVE

PASSENGERS FOR ROUND-TRIP flight
from San Jose to Chicago, III. Leaving
San Jose June 11, returning June 25.
Call 241-3005 or 295-8341.
NEED RIDER. Leaving for East Coast os
or about June 20. Final destination Va
ginia. Call John 656-8808. after 6 p

PI

-

DIAMOND

RING&

As a

A Pure Classic!

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

One time

three times Eve times

3 lines

1.50

2.25

4 lines

2.00

2.75

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.25

3.50

6 lines
Arid thls
amount tor
each addi
bona! line

3.00

3.15

4.00

so

.50

.50

’

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters
for Each LIne)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
3 Announcernen4 (I)
0 Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)
0 Help Wanted (4)

Ne

2.50

and Spaces
VICTORIA . . . FROM $160

refunds possible on canceled adL

OUR BLAZER GOES ALMOST
ANYWHERE WITH DISTINCTION

Housina (5)
O lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
O Services (8)

There are

blazers and blazers, but none quite
like this one. Soft, unpadded shoulders, wide
welt seams. Tailored only for us of fine, pure
wool flannel. Navy Blue and Dartmouth Green

0 Transportation (9)

MUSICIAN WANTED. Should be 21
Spring ’67. Rockn-roll recording groin
seeking experienced lead guitar wi
can sing well. Must be willing to rehear. often. Ria Hifding. 292-2352.

Name
City

Phone

WANTED FOR FALL, student employrn
for Spart.in Bookstore Apply now r
Wynn’,

FOr

deis.

......

Chemist* students Douglas Eisner and James Maynard received

FREE GALLON’
OF GAS!

TRANSPORTATION (91

Classified Adv. Office -J206
Daily
10:30 - 3:30

Chemistry Students
Awarded Prizes

Royal Globe Insurance Co.; business, economics, liberal arts, math
and science majors for positions
as underwriter trainee and office
manager trainee (personnel, methods, office administrator).

May 16, 17 and 18

Internatiomil Students Organization, 3:30 p.m , Hl.

Maynard vmn a second prize
for his presentation of a paper
entitled "A New Synthetic Route
to Unsymmetrical Sulfoxides."

rypike.

3 ROOMMATES NEEDED For summer.
$25 per man. Modern, all -electric, fur’60 MGA 1600. Wire wheels. r/h, disc nished carpets. drapes. 3 blocks from
brakes, new paint. Great condition. First campus. 431 E. St. John St., *4. Call
295-5022 after 5 p.m. Ask for Pete.
$750. 294-2927. Roorn 216.

Alpha Eta Sigma (Accountants’
Honorary Society), 7 p.m., Golden
Doors of Los Gatos. election banquet, free to members, entertainment will be the "Cottonmill
Girls" a folksinging group.

Phoerdx of London Group; business or liberal arts majors for
positions as management trainee.

CAREERS IN
INSURANCE DAYS

TOMORROW

Eisner won first prize for a
paper based on library research
entitled "Non-Cla.ssical Carbonium
Ion.s and Their Role in the Theory
of Homoaromaticity." His work
was carried out under the direction of Dr. Joseph R. Crook, assistant professor of chemistry.

SERVICES (81

RENT FOR FALL. 3 studio bedroom apts.
I ar-le d^sets, attractive. $105. 460 S.
292 2250.

Bankers Life Company; business
and insurance majors for positions
in life insurance sales.
Fireman’s Fund American Ins.
Co.; any major for positions in
actuarial. underwriting and claims
management trainee.
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Co.; business, social science, political science, liberal arts and

other majors for positions in sales
and sales management.

Reno, Nev.

FAST, ACCURATE GUARANTEED TYPING in my Isom’. Editing upon request.
259-5118.

SUMMER RATES. I & 2 bedroom fur, shod api.. 865 & $85 per month. 741 S.
r.th 29541531, evenings.

WEDNESDAY

Angel Flight, 7 p.m.. M1-1423.

Chemical

"AS MANY as received Him (Christ) to
them gave he power to become the sons
of God." John 1:12.
MORAL CRISIS? Problems that need
solving? Jesus Christ can help you if you
let him! WRITE: SALVATION GLEN.
P.O.B. 5412, San Jose.
VAUGHN’S SEMESTER CLEAN.UP. V2
sale. Suits. sport coats, slacks, shirts,
jackets. sweaters. 125 S. 4th.
R.S. & W.C. A coward is he who hides
behind another man’s name: a fool lets
him do it.

..,UTOMOTIVE 121

’61 VESPA GS. Fully equipped, ercellent
5700. 294.5405 after 6 chrn.

MEI

June and Sanuner graduates
mas sign for inters lea appointments now in the Placement
Center, ADM284.

Gillet, 7:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.,
Newman Center.

JET TO EUROPE

Via Regularly Scheduled Jet Flights

Job Interviews

(Plense Pont)

Address
Start
Enclosed

$40
ad on
$

(note)

a

Other Natural Shoulder Sport Coats from $32.50
to $70 00

You Are Cordially Invited to visit our Bridal Registry
and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:
Syracuse Fine China Cryatal Stemware by Holmegaard Boda from Sweden.

-p
72 h hrot ht.
San Joon
Phone 297-0920

Mailer
cleweter3
We.tgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

